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SUMMARY

As a Check Processor, manage all open tasks in ImageRight for processing premium 
disbursements for assigned regions/offices. Responsible for scanning all approved payment 
support into the electronic document management system.

SKILLS

Critical Thinking, Time Management, Judgment and Decision Making.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Check Processor
ABC Corporation  October 1994 – February 2000 
 Performed verification of signatures on checks in an effort to prevent potential fraudulent 

activity.
 Prepared checks to be sorted and processed using the IBM 3890 machines.
 Processed checks using the check processing program CPCS and IBFS.
 Researched various accounts to ensure proper accounts to be credited.
 Assisted in processing payments on other teams within Lockbox re-process checks according 

to customer specifications. Encoded bank and routing numbers up to 1000 checks and money
orders daily that ranged from $5.00- $15,000.

 Performed complex balancing/reconcilement functions of all customer transactions in 
accordance with operating procedures using various applications.

 ${job_description7}

Check Processor
Delta Corporation  2002 – 2004 
 Wrapped checks by bundles assorted by cash letters &amp; ABA numbers.
 Responsible for paper and electronic check processing. Assisted customers with daily banking 

needs, including cashing checks and making deposits or withdrawals.
 Processed checks for banks with a manifest.
 Worked in return check items, time-sensitive department.
 Worked at a high pace to get the checks ready.
 Sorted mail in a high volume environment.
 Accurately processed checks for local businesses.

EDUCATION

associate's - (I think it's worth putting your college)
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